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Abstract: IPO underpricing is a scenario which has been studied from lots of different perspectives. I use Hong Kong main board data

from 2002 to 2020 to study IPO underpricing phenomenon. Instead of study certain factors or certain sectors, I compare data across

different sectors to check sector effect in Hong Kong IPO underpricing. There is sector effect in Hong Kong IPO underpricing. New

industries like Communication Service, Health Care and Information Technology, they have more underpricing IPOs. Traditional

industries like Financials, Utilities and Real Estate, they have fewer underpricing IPOs.
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1. Introduction
Hong Kong IPO market is one of the most important IPO markets in the world. It has ranked No. 1 in the world in seven of the

last twelve years. Despite recent global market volatility, Hong Kong primary market continues to take a leading position in the

world's IPO fundraising league tables. Hong Kong market attracts diversified investors which also attracts more and more companies

considering to list here.

IPO underpricing is a common scenario across markets. This scenario has attracted much attention in the financial economics

literature. Scholars try to research and explain this empirical regularity from different perspectives. Chourou et al. (2018) find the

importance of national culture in explaining international IPO underpricing. Wang and Wan (2013) explore Venture Capital Backed

IPOs underpricing by comparing Private and Corporate venture capital, while Lin et al. (2017) analyze from venture capital reputation

to check IPOs underpricing. Fung et al. (2014) examine the relationship between investment banks’ IPO market shares and their prior

IPO underpricing. Some other interesting perspectives like local corruption (Wang and Song, 2021) & (Huang et al., 2021), pre-deal

research (Wang, 2008) and firm ownership (Chen et al., 2015). They all contributed and tried to explain reasons behind IPO

underpricing phenomenon.

In Hong Kong, most of the IPOs have good performance in the first day. Sometime IPOs from certain industries are more

welcomed than other industries. Suppose investors are rational, good first day return is due to underpricing of IPOs. Whether industry

sector of IPO affects underpricing or not? Some researchers focus on certain sector, like shipping sector (Klova, V. 2017) and

insurance industry (Boulanouar and Alqahtani, 2016), but not comparison among sectors. This paper discusses data across different

industry sectors and points out there is sector effect in Hong Kong IPO underpricing.

2. Data and Methodology
To track HK IPOs’ first day performance and performance afterwards, I separate holding periods into short holding period, which

is one month; medium holding period, which is six months; long holding period, which is three years. I run return distributions and

statistics to monitor and compare different sector performances. The first day return distribution tells us whether there is underpricing

or not in Hong Kong. The other three return distributions tell us how IPOs perform in different holding periods in Hong Kong. The

underpricing can be the reason or the result of afterwards performance. If the sectors always perform well in the long run, which may
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attract more subscription for that sector IPO, thus that sector perform well in the first day of listing. Or maybe it is a reallocation of

performances. For sectors which perform well in the first day, they tend to underperform in the long run.

2.1 Raw Data
I get Hong Kong Mainboard IPO information from 2002 to 2020, and collect IPO Subscription Price on Hong Kong Exchange

website. I download the first listing day Unadjusted Closing Price, Daily Total Return Index and Adjusted Closing Price of those IPO

equities from DataStream since their listing date. I exclude by introduction IPO scenario, as usually those are equities transfer from

Hong Kong Growth Enterprise Market or other exchange markets, which have secondary market prices for a long period already.

2.2 Data Analysis
I use the first day returns, one month, six months and three years total returns to run total return distributions separately and get

the statistics results (Table 1). For the first day returns, the mean is 10.33% which is remarkable and median is 2.5%. The data shows

there is underpricing fact in Hong Kong IPO market. Most of the IPOs perform well in the first day. But there are still IPOs having

negative returns in the first day. 25 percentile is -1.98% while the lowest one has 56.87% loss just in the first day. The performances of

IPOs diversify in the first day in Hong Kong. For longer holding periods, returns diversify into a larger range. Interesting scenario is

that all of three different holding periods median are negative numbers.

Table 1 HK IPO Total Return Distribution Statistics

3. Sector Performances
To test sector effect, I use Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) in my research. GICS is developed by MSCI and S&P

Dow Jones Indices in 1999. It is widely used in industry. Some of other classification standards are also based on methodology of

GICS. The GICS structure consists of 11 sectors, 24 industry groups, 69 industries and 158 sub-industries. For sector level, it includes

energy, materials, industrials, consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care, financials, information technology,

communication services, utilities, and real estate.

For Energy Sector, the first day return has positive mean 9.75% but median is 0%, which means half of this sector IPO have

positive return and half of this sector IPO have negative return. This is not strong evidence for underpricing fact in this sector. Mean

of returns are all negative for the three-holding periods, especially for the long-term holding period. Besides, median of 3y return is

-45.60%. This sector performs badly in the long term, which may cause investors don’t like this sector IPOs. As a result, investors

don’t join subscription in this sector IPOs and it is not obvious in underpricing scenario in this sector.

For materials sector, mean of the first day returns is 9.36%. It is similar as the one of energy sector. Median is 2.99%. More than

half of IPOs in this sector has positive returns. There is less outstanding performance IPOs. There isn’t any IPO having first day return

more 100% in this sector. Performances in different holding periods are much better than energy sector. In materials sector, 6m returns

are similar as 1m returns. There is no significant benefit by holding five more months. However, there are several equities outstanding

in the long term. These outstanding equities increase mean in the long holding period. Mean of 3y returns is 41.91%.
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For Industrials sector, mean of the first day return is 11.22%, which is higher than energy sector and materials sector. Some IPOs

have return more than 150% in the first day. Median is 2.83%, which is similar as materials sector. More than half of the IPOs in this

sector have positive returns. There are several equities outstanding in the medium holding period and long holding period, with highest

return 618.52% in 6m and 3148.71% in 3y. Mean of 6m returns is 8.21% and mean of 3y returns is 58.67%. They are higher than those

of the whole sample. This sector performs well in general.

For consumer discretionary sector, mean of the first day return in this sector is 8.26%. It is lower than the whole sample. Median

is 1.95%. More than half of this sector IPOs have positive returns. There are several equities outstanding in longer period, especially

six months holding period. Mean of 6m returns is 16.81%, it is driven by several outstanding equities. Mean of 3y returns is 24.19%. It

is lower than that of the whole sample. Median of 3y returns is -8.12%. Most of the equities didn’t perform well in this sector in the

long holding period.

For consumer staples sector, mean of the first day return is 21.98%, which is very remarkable and much higher than other sectors.

There are several outstanding performance IPOs in the first day which are more than 100%. One IPO has return nearly 300%. Median

of the first day return is 7.42%, which is also higher than other sectors. This sector IPOs perform better than other sectors in general.

Mean of 1m returns is 4.07%. Mean of 6m returns drops to 2.87%. The performance didn’t improve much by holding five more

months in this sector, as more negative returns in the sample by holding six months. Mean of return of three years holding period is

48.04%. It is higher than that of the whole sample.

For health care sector, mean of the first day return, it is 12.64%, which is higher than that of whole sample. Median is 6.97%.

More than half of this sector IPOs have positive returns in the first day. This is a new industry. Several IPOs have the first day return

more than 100%. Mean of 1m returns is 1.24%. Mean of 6m returns is 4.76%, while mean of 3y returns is 47.81%. There are several

equities outstanding in the long run. Mean of 3y returns is higher than that of the whole sample. Returns in one month and six months

are in general, but not outstanding compare with other sectors.

For financials sector, mean of the first day return is 4.28%, which is lower than that of the whole sample. This is a traditional

sector. There isn’t any IPOs having first day return more than 100%. Median is 1.09%. Mean of 1m returns is -1.72%. Mean of 6m

returns is 1.04%, and mean of 3y return is 8.66%. All of them are much lower than those of whole sample, which means this sector

doesn’t perform well than most of other sectors in the first day and other different holding periods. There are several equities

outstanding in this sector in the long run, but in general, most of equities in this sector are not attractive.

For information technology sector, mean of the first day return is 11.74%, which is slightly higher than that of the whole sample.

Median is 3%. More than half of this sector IPOs having positive returns. This is a new industry. Several IPOs have first day return

more than 100%. Mean of 1m returns is -1.71% and mean of 6m returns is 1.79%. They are both lower than those of the whole sample.

In the long holding period, mean of 3y returns is 46.61%. It is driven by several outstanding equities. As most of equities didn’t

perform well, median of three years return is -33.98%. This sector is not attractive in general after the first day in different holding

periods.

For communication services sector, mean of the first day return is 16.67%, which is very high compare with other sectors. Median

is 2%. More than half of this sector IPOs have positive returns in the first day. Mean of 1m returns is -3.90%, while mean of 6m

returns is -7.27%. Both of them are negative. For 3y returns, this sector has several equities outstanding, but most of them are not well

with mean 20.51% and median -41.41%. Thus, it is attractive to subscribe and gain the first day return in this sector, but not attractive

to hold in different holding periods after the first day.

For utilities sector, mean of the first day return is 7.45%, which is lower than other sectors. Median is 0%, only half of IPOs in

this sector have positive returns in the first day. This is a traditional sector. There isn’t any outstanding perform IPOs in the first day in

this sector. This sector performs badly in both 1m and 6m. Mean of 1m returns is -3.12%, median is -2.27%. Mean of 6m returns is

-7.39%, and median is -8.51%. All of them are negative numbers. For three years holding period, mean of return is 72.74% with

median -26.05%. If we do not consider the only outstanding equity, this sector does not perform well in general.

For real estate sector, mean of the first day return is 6.57%. It is lower than that of the whole sample. Subscribe this sector and

hold for the first day is not attractive in general. Median is 2.35%. This is a traditional sector as well. There isn’t any outstanding
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perform IPOs in the first day in this sector. Mean of 1m returns is 3.79%. Mean of 6m returns is 14.89%. Both of them are higher than

those of the whole sample, as there is one outstanding equity in this sector. Mean of 3y returns is 26.97%. It is lower than that of the

whole sample.

Compare with different sectors, I summarize mean of the whole sample and different sectors (Table 2). From analysis above,

different sectors have different first day returns. Some sectors are good at the first day returns, like Consumer Staples, Communication

Service, Health Care and Information Technology. Some sectors are not good at the first day returns, like Financials, Utilities and Real

Estate. There is sector effect in Hong Kong IPO market. From the statistics, it shows that new industries usually have higher first day

return than traditional industries. Some sectors do not perform well in general, neither the first listing day nor the different holding

periods after that, like Energy and Financials. Some sectors are good to hold into different holding periods after listing date but not

the first listing date, like Materials, Industrials and Utilities. Some sectors are not good to hold into different holding periods after

listing date, but did well in the first day return, like Communication Service.

Besides the mean of different holding periods, I also look into outstanding equites in different sectors. Some sectors have more

outstanding equities like industrials, consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care, information technology, utilities and real

estate sectors, while some sectors have less like energy, materials, financials, and communication service sectors. For sectors having

more outstanding equities, they tend to have higher first day returns. For sectors having fewer outstanding equites, they tend to have

lower first day returns.

Table 2 Mean of Returns for the whole sample and different sectors

4. Discussion and Conclusion
To compare across the sectors, the data does not show that the better performing sectors in the first day also perform well in the

long run; it does not indicate better performing sectors in the first day relocate their long run performance either. There is no clear

evidence across sectors. For sectors having more outstanding equities in different holding periods after listing date, they tend to

perform better in the first day as well. It may be because of good impression of certain sectors due to several outstanding equities.

Then investors prefer to investing in those sectors and subscribe their IPOs. With high subscription ratio and high demand, these IPOs

tend to perform well on listing day.

In all, it is clear that there is sector effect in Hong Kong IPO underpricing phenomenon. New industries have higher probability to

have underpricing IPOs which can make higher first day returns. Traditional industries have more chances to have a fair value in IPOs

which means their first day returns are not attractive. Different holding periods’ performances after listing day can explain something

but not everything behind this phenomenon. More work can be done in the future to explore the detail reasons behind this

phenomenon.
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